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This doesn't seem to do anything at the moment. It's intended to let you switch the icon for an account type, not for a protocol
per se. Once upon a time I will admit this was quite useful. I'd like to maintain the settings the way they are now, but give a
warning that this doesn't work any more. Why does the icon go back to the default icon after quitting & restarting the program?
I set up my XMPP account with specific icon settings. After restarting Pidgin & logging on to my account, Pidgin immediately
restores the default icon to the window. It doesn't matter if you're running vanilla Pidgin or the epiphany-online Pidgin
extension. Other comments: -I think it would be nice if it kept my preference when logging in from an USB drive. -Sometimes
it's necessary to use special characters that aren't included in the character set specified for XMPP. I'd like a choice of "URL",
"Emoji", "Non-e-mail" charset types (UTF-8, UTF-8 with ISO-8859-1 EMOJI, ISO-8859-1). -It would also be nice to have the
listbox background colored to match the pane background. -I can't edit the protocol icons in the "Chat" tab; the corresponding
"Account" tabs section is white with the XMPP protocol as the only option. Two features would be nice: -I can't find a way to
link an XMPP account to a Facebook account. -I can't assign a default XMPP protocol icon. The best Pidgin add-on I've found.
Now I don't need the Facebook account, and I don't need to use those weird picture links. I can just start "XMPP". Thanks a lot
for this little gem! Use the FAQ: How do I get rid of the Yahoo!? icon? How do I properly save the account settings? For people
who set up their account when they installed Pidgin, like me, there is no way to see those settings in the account settings. (I don't
have any of my accounts on the Yahoo! service anyway, so I've eliminated the Yahoo! problem.) This has been bugging me for a
while (even updated to 2.4.0 rc1.) I get a
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version: current description: set different irc icon for different protocols author: Prof. Zeus author_email: priority: 0.9
home_page: icons: pidgin: i686 gnome-shell: i686 OK, then you'll need to make sure the following image is in
/pixmaps/pidgin/protocols/16 : Tumblr.png (or whatever icon name you set), with the new icon replacing the default tumblr
icon. Green light to white pay rise John Denham, the secretary of state for business, enterprise and government, welcomed the
increases but said the rise will still not meet the minimum wage for those workers aged 21 and over. The increase in basic pay to
£5.98 an hour means a 21 year old earning the minimum wage in London will now be receiving £6.28 an hour by the end of the
year, up £0.34. It will rise to £6.58 in October this year, £0.36 by April 2014, and £6.82 in October 2014, £0.37 in April 2015,
£6.99 in October 2015, £0.41 in April 2016, and £7.10 in October 2016, £0.46 in April 2017, and £7.25 in October 2017, £0.51
in April 2018, £7.40 in October 2018 and £7.55 in April 2019. The rise is paid for by the public sector pay increase, which does
not apply to private sector workers, and follows an announcement of a 1.4% average cut in pay across the public sector in
March, which has had a knock-on effect on minimum rates. Denham said: “They are the greatest of Britain’s trade unionists,
and they have earned these further significant rewards which are vital to their families and their communities. “Their advances
are a reflection of the increasing number of people in work who are doing a job they love and earn high wages, low tax and a
real pay rise. “These hard-working, honest people have been suffering a real pay cut for far too long and they have been cheated
of their pay rise – on top of the 1.4% 09e8f5149f
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You can select the protocol icons for your accounts here so that it isn't necessary to have a seperate menu each time you log into
xmpp or jabber. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *Version 1.3.0* - now builds in a
separate jar file. This means the icons can be kept in a theme for an all-in-one install - this also means the artwork can be easily
updated from within the plugin without needing to force a full build - this means any changes to the icon can be made and just
be reloaded without needing to force a full build - this also means we can move any of the icons into a more appropriate place
later if required, as we already have the artwork in place - this also means only the single icon will be displayed for each account
in the accounts list - added test logic to make sure the new icons are displayed - minor bug fix - minor documentation update
Author: Someone used to read copyright text, Joey Day, made sure that all info was complete Contact: Email me on
jjoeyday@hotmail.com --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *Version 1.2.0* - updated
32x32 default icons to 64x64 - added more icons in 32x32 and 32x64 versions, including encrypted - fixed bug where icon
would not be displayed for the old version - fixed bug where the chat icons would not show chat window number (ie: message,
jabber, etc) - added a single value button to account preferences - added the ability for admins to edit account preferences -
added testing for version 1.2 of the plugin *Version 1.1.1* - fixed bug that would not load the xmpp client *Version 1.1.0* -
added the ability to select different icons for each account. This can be done via the account prefs window in the advanced tab
of the account dialog. These need to be the names of images in a pixmaps directory - added preview icons - improved readme
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *Version 1.0.0* - initial release
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I am sending some great news concerning the
attachment of the new window (chat) icons. As you may know, some months ago, I have released a new version of the link
plugin that allows you to set different image icons for XMPP links and Jabber links.

What's New In?

Override different protocol icons for different accounts so that you can tell the difference between, say, a personal XMPP
account and one that you use for business. You can use the regular binary file format for PNG (note that the file extension must
be '.png') or the ICO format (using the.ico extension) If the plugin doesn't work, make sure that: You're running nautilus from
the terminal (cd /opt/Pidgin/2.10.8;. bin/libpurple-2.10.8) You're logged in as root (su -c 'nautilus -q' -s /bin/bash in a terminal if
you're not running nautilus as root already.) You have read/write access to the "pixmaps/pidgin/protocols/16" directory You
don't have GNOME Color Manager installed. All the icons are by Aaron Diamonstein, shared under this license: Documentation
Manual This plugin is only meant to override the default icons used by Pidgin. For whatever reason, it has no effect when using
a customized icon theme. As a result, please continue to use Pidgin's default icon set which allows you to further customize the
plugin's effects. In the original plugin (PR, I think, was it?), the'system-X-Pidgin' file could be replaced with the name of your
actual system-X-application. This plugin doesn't work that way. This plugin is only meant to be used for the Pidgin icon and
nothing more. Icon Override Features This is just a simple set of icons designed to help people recognize what protocol they're
using in Pidgin (through the XMPP interface). Many people do not know how to change the icon in Pidgin so having this plugin
will make it much easier for them. How to use: After installing and enabling the plugin, go into your Account Preferences into
the Advanced tab. Down the bottom should be a new option 'Protocol Icon'. Fill that in with the name of an image file in your
pixmaps/pidgin/protocols/16 directory, excluding the '.png' extension. eg if you want to set the Yahoo icon, type in 'yahoo'.
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System Requirements For Protocol Icon Override:

Recommended Minimum Multi-platform: Playstation 4, Xbox One Platform: Windows Hard Drive Space: 2 GB available space
Playstation 4, Xbox OnePlatform: WindowsHard Drive Space: 2 GB available space In this game you take control of an alien
blob made of jelly, who must escape its home planet. You will use a variety of tools to push and pull in order to navigate around
various hazards, and find the exit that you need to
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